Using a powerful laser-based experimental method, the cross section for electron excitation of Na(3S) atoms to the Na(3P) state has been decomposed into partial components with respect to changes in the spin and angular momentum of the atomic electron, and these partial cross sections are further reduced to their differential character with respect to the electron scattering angle. Partial, differential cross sections are reported for electron collision energies from threshold 2. 1 to 3.6 eV, and compared to available calculations.
angle. Changes in m, are most significant for nearthreshold excitation energies, and for low-Z atoms they arise almost exclusively from exchange effects. ' The present results provide a very detailed test of the collision dynamics in this interesting energy region, as well as providing an overview of the general characteristics of nearthreshold excitation.
The concept of the "complete" scattering experiment was articulated by Bederson in 1969. He described how one could measure, in principle, the magnitudes and phases of a finite number of complex scattering amplitudes in order to completely describe any elastic or inelastic electron-atom collision process. In particular, the excitation of the first resonance level (3S-3P) of sodium in the near-threshold energy region can be completely characterized by the measurement of seven parameters (corresponding to four complex amplitudes less an overall phase) at each collision energy and electron scattering angle.
The electron-collisionally-induced Na 3S-3P transition has been very frequently studied, and various experi- 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLE
The essence of the experimental method has been described in Refs. 5 -7, and we will only reiterate it briefly here. Atoms in a magnetic field are initially prepared in a pure m, ' level of the 3S, i2 state by optical pumping, and some are then electron excited to the 3P3/2(mJ) levels. The relative populations in these four Zeeman-split levels are measured by tuning through four spectrally resolved 3P3/2(mJ)-5S, /2 transitions with a cw dye laser (designated v2) , and detecting the 4P 3S, uv cascade -fluorescence from the 5S state. This method and a typical v2-scan signal in the 218-G magnetic field are shown in Fig.  1 . The area under each peak is proportional to the population of the corresponding 3P3/2(m J) level; the proportionality constants will be discussed in more detail below.
These 3P, /2(mJ) populations are in turn proportional to the 3S, /2 ( m,
)~3P3/p ( m J ) (angle-integrated) partial cross sections, which can be reduced to the ratios of the 3S(m,')~3P(m"mt ) partial cross sections. When these ratios are normalized to the previously measured total excitation cross section, the partial cross sections are obtained. The method of measuring dependences on electron scattering angle is described in the next paragraph.
When an electron scatters from a Na atom, it transfers momentum to the atom. Figure 2 illustrates how the outgoing direction (0) of the inelastically scattered electron 42 1245 1990 Fig. 3(a) collected by a data-acquisition system, which in turn is interfaced to a microcomputer which processes the data.
For the partial-cross-section data a vz laser power of typically -100 mW was used; on resonance this )90%%uo saturated the 3P3&z(MJ )-5S(Ms', MI") transition and broadened each signal peak (Fig. 1) In order to pump nearly all 3S»z atoms into the (F', mF ) =(3,3) or equivalently the (m, ', MI ) =( -, ', -, ') A transverse-field electron collector was used to monitor the electron-gun current and prevent a return current from reentering the interaction chamber [ Fig. 3(b To confirm this, a limited number of cross section scans were taken with approximately twice the above sodium density; the results were found to be in good agreement with the lower-density results. (The density is known from the integrated absorption in the optical-pumping region. ) The main chamber is pumped with an ion pump and fugitive Na vapor is pumped with a large (30X40 cm ) copper sheet connected to a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cold finger, while the oven chamber is pumped by a turbo molecular pump.
Typical operating background-gas pressures are (1 -5) X 10 Torr. Fig. 1 were first reduced to the area under each of the four peaks. The ratios of these areas were then reduced to the MJ dependence of the 3S(Ms = -, ' )~3P3/p(MJ) partial cross sections, using the power-dependent sensitivity factors described in Appendix A and corrections for incomplete optical pumping. These three MJ-dependent ratios were then reduced I~, I to three ratios of Q~~' partial cross sections using the L Clebsch-Gordan coeScient relationships shown in Fig. 1 [e.g., Q(MJ= --, ')=(2Qo+Q, These data, after corrections for v2-laser power dependence and normalization to the total 3S-3P cross section, are presented in Fig. 4 .
Five measurements were taken at 3.0 eV as part of the power-dependence calibration discussed in the Appendix.
The scatter in these points, shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 5 . If the instrumental width were negligible and complete optical pumping were achieved, the electron-excitation signal S(b,v2) in Fig. 5 However, there is a small contribution to each signal in this figure, due to mJ =-3, miA - ', The imperfect optical-pumping correction is small for the peaks labeled mJ 2 2 and --, ' in Fig. 1 , and they are all analyzed as described in the previous paragraph.
However, for the peak labeled mJ= --', the normal mJ= --'"mr = -, ' component results from the very small Q', partial cross section (Fig. 4) Fig. 6(b) as an example, it is apparent that the mj = --, ' peak is nearly symmetric about x =0 and widely spread, reflecting a Q(x) that must be relatively constant between x = -1 and 1 (i.e. , isotropic scattering). In contrast, the mJ= -, ' peak is strongly weighted toward small angles, indicating a Q(x) that is sharply peaked at x =1. The mJ = -, ' signal is similarly forward peaked, but with a slower falloff toward x = -1, indicating a Q(0) that also has a sharp x =1 peak but accompanied by some larger-angle contributions.
It is these differences between S(hv2) shapes in Fig. 6(b) that produce the very different Q(8} when we least-squares fit to Eq. (3) in Eq. (2). The Q(x) that have resulted from this fitting are shown in Fig. 6 below the S(b, vz); they are consistent with this discussion. We will now give examples of how these were obtained, choosing different mJ and E; for each example.
In Fig. 7 we give an example of the fitting procedure used to obtain the various Q(x) from the data. Here the experimental signal Sz(Ave) for the mJ= -, ', F. , =3.1 eV case is compared to two fitted signals S(hv2) in part (a}.
Residuals Sz(hv2) -S(bv2) are shown in part (b) for the better fit in {a) and an improvement on this. Equation (3) in Eq. (2), with the above relation between x and hv2 and the L " indicated, has been used to least-squares fit the parameters in Eq. (2) to obtain the fitted signals. The Q(x) from these least-squares fits are shown in part (c) and (d). These were obtained using the form of Q(x) in Eq. (3), while truncating the Legendre expansion at L and taking A+ =0 for Fig. 7(c) and including the ex- Note that as L, " increases in Fig. 7(c Fig. 8 there is a very large difference in the fit, demonstrating that the data are quite sensitive to such differences in Q (x).
The third example, E; =2.6 eV and mj = --, ', will be used to describe a slightly modified reduction that was used for the m J = --, ' data. Since Q ( m J =-', ) = Q t, the analysis of the mJ= -', peak directly yields Q, (x). Also ' Q, ' and Q, ' /Qt = -0.01, so analysis of the mJ= --, ' peak yields Qo(x). On the other hand, Q(mJ= --, ')= -2Qo+ -, 'Q& and Qo/Q, =1 to 2 in the 2.6 -3.6-eV range (Fig. 4) . Since Q, (x) Qc(x) least-squares fit to So(hvz) was done with and without a backward-peaked exponential in Eq. (3) and versus L,". These Qo(x) versus L,"are shown in Fig.   9 (b), and the final fit to So(bvz) is shown in Fig. 9(a) .
Here we only present Q (x) obtained without the backward-peaked exponential, showing that excellent convergence was obtained even with this simpler expansion. The Qc(x) in Fig. 10 is an average of the L,"=2, 3, and 4 curves in Fig. 9(b) . For all E; a Q(x) fitted to S(b, vz), /z showed forward and backward peaks, whereas a Q(x) fitted to Sc(b,vz) showed no forward peak, i.e. , the forward peak is entirely due to the -, ' fits. This averages through minor oscillations that varied randomly with L,", and follows the higher-L, " fits to the forward peak, as shown in the Fig.  7(c) example. The accuracy of these Q(x) shapes across Ax differences of~0.5 is believed to be good, perhaps 10%, whereas we cannot easily distinguish much larger fluctuations with a small Ax period. For this reason it is not feasible to assign a fractional uncertainty to these Q (x); shape changes are highly correlated. For example, areas under the forward peaks, relative to Q(x (0.5},are probably of 10%%uo accuracy, whereas the steepness of the forward-peak falloff is highly uncertain. The data should 0 I 9- Our 3P-excitation data are compared to the calculation of Moores and Norcross' in Fig. 4 , but the data include effects of cascading from higher-lying states for electron energies above the respective thresholds. Previously published preliminary results from our experiment were taken over a more restricted energy range and not fully corrected for incomplete optical pumping. Although the present data are more complete and reliable, the earlier data are consistent.
In Fig. 11 The angularly differential character of the partial cross sections will now be discussed. The Q, (x) in Fig. 10 are the primary results of the experiment. As described above, these Q'(x) were obtained by least-squares fitting the constants in Eq. (3) using increasing L,"until convergence was obtained, and sometimes also averaging over small oscillations.
We will compare these to theoretical Q'(8) ' signal (see Fig.   10 ). Note, also, that Q, (x) does not vary systematically at the left side of Fig. 13(b Ef =0.5-1.5 eV was not expected.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The energy and angular dependence of the three differential cross sections in Fig. 13 Most of the angle-integrated cross section data scans were taken at a power density of -0.8 W/cm, while the differential cross sections were measured using -10% of this power.
